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TRMSISTOR AMPLIFIER
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The oboects of the experiment are
A*

1. To gain experience in connecting up and testing a simple transistor
amplifier.

2. To observe the effect of overload distortion.

5. To measure voltage gain, current gain and determine g^ for the
transistor.

4.

5.

To measure the frequency response of the amplifier.

To detennine input impedance of the amplifier.

SETTING UP THE EQUIPMENT

Draw a circuit diagram of the amplifier and its input circuits to the

same layout as used on the circuit board.

Identify the following features of the circuit on

your diagram.

Tick the
Check List

/

rn^iasa=J

a) Input potential divider

b) Basic amplifying circuit, including component
values and transistor terminals (e, b and c)

c) Identify bias and load resistors

d) Polarity of electrolytic capacitor

Draw your circuit diagram to correspond with the n\mibering shown

below.
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

€>>

8r-^ C

/

1iKSOcC

Bias resistor has value -[ex^ic, ohms

Load resistor has value = ( ohms

Connect a 4.5 volt battery to supply power to terminals 5/7>
observing the correct polarity for a PNP transistor.

Connect a signal generator to supply the sinusoidal input signal

to terminals l/5 and feed a level signal to the amplifier.

Connect CRO input 1 to terminals 2/4, for monitoring amplifier
input signal. (Earth lead to terminal 4).

Connect CRO input 2 to terminal 6 (earth lead need not be connected),

for monitoring amplifier output signal.

"•-t. the oscillator frequency to 1 kHz, sinusoidal output.

find the majcimum input signal level that does not cause amplifier

.-ei'ioad, i.e. both traces should be sinusoidal.
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Vlaccssz^

Increase the input signal level, observe the "clipping" of the

output wavefonn and make a sketch showing the distorted waveshape.

-ill

Measure the peak-to-peak amplitude of a severely "clipped" output,

Maximum peak-to-peak output level volts.

Write a brief explanation of why the distortion occurs.

c^ArviyuMj^

OL.

Restore the input to the level which does not cause distortion.

Obtain stable traces on the CRO.

Measure peak—to—peak values of amplifier input (Yl) and amplifier
output (Y2 ).V( — 6c?^ p'P Ya, 3v/

t! y a Calculate the volta^ gain of the amplifier

Voltage gain =
\J.vMt6Oa(0

- ra
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rrrir.fi X

71
Note the * phase* relationship of the output and input wavefonns.

Delete the statement below which is incorrect for a common

emitter amplifier.

TliL uiiljiiil iiiirl input m'cnniln firp phase.^

(2) The output is inverted with respect to the input.

Measure V, for this transistor. (The CRO can be used as a

/ voltage measuring device. Remove sinusoidal input signal^ set

one of the CRO channels to D.C., and use the appropriate lead as

a voltage measurement probe).

volts

The 007 1 transistor is made from the semiconductor

material

Determine the d.c. current gain (h^^) of this particular 007 1.

(Collect current = ® approach to

determine base current). -

N.D. h^ the d.c. current gain, is very similar to h„ , the

signal current gain

Matual Conductance (g^) for a transistor is defined as

_ Collector current change
^ ~ Input voltage change

since (collector current change) x Rj^ = output voltage change,

. •. Voltage Gain = fcr -

Hence, determine = 5^mA/Volt

Re-connect sinusoidal input signal to amplifier, and restore CRO

j.eads to their original measurement points.

■o
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Set oscillator to 1 kHz. Adjust input level to obtain a sinusoidal
output occupying 5 cms height of »scope graticule*. Note amplifier
input level.

Reduce oscillator frequencybut maintain input level constant
throu^out.

Note the frequency at which output level has dropped by 5
(0.707 of 5 cms means that output trace should be approx. 3»5 cms
hi^).

Lower frequency limit (-5 point) =Hz.

Write a brief explanation of why the low frequency response is
limited.

Increase the frequency above 1 kHz and, using a similar approach,
find the upper frequency limit of this amplifier.

Upper frequency limit (-5 ^ point) = ^ kHz.
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y-inri-'-™ a. l3D?i6f ©xplsmotion of why "th© hi^i f3?©(i'u.©ncy r©spoiis© is

limit©d.

( ke. ^ Xw? A^-

Vp-

^1
/

J

 D©t©miin© input imp©danc© of th© amplifier.

 M©asur©m©nts hav© alr©ady b©©n talc©n which can b© us©d for this
purpose.

At medium and high frequencies, th© input coupling capacitor can

be considered to have negligible reactance.

At the low frequency -5 ̂ point, is only 0.707 of (see
diagram below).

I
I

iiiP
''« /
I
^* J 'Input conditions at

\T

7 ' IZ.
in

^ o
I

"--r
0.707 I
X V. 1 in I

low frequency -5 dB point

At the lower -5 dB point, = Z^^.Calculate X . -

*. Z (at medium and high frequencies) ohms. in ^

Tiie practical is now completed. Please inform the Lecturer that you
have finished.

'C
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SI3MMRY OF RESULTS (for an 0C73 C.E. amplifier)

1. Voltage Gain = b ̂

2. Current Gain = 4*^

5. ejj, = mA/Volt
• 4

Volt, transistor is made of . .

5. Bandwidth of amplifier ("between -5 dB points)

is from . XtJt.Mi. ••• Hz to •••••••• ̂.sr. kHz.

6. Amplifier input impedance = lozo Ohms

j »E. Shep'herd/kAG
Re-typed 8.8«78


